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code so it doesn't get run I know this is quite a noobish question, but I am wondering if there is a way to prevent a particular
part of code from being run. Lets say I have a timer checking every second if the user is trying to quit the program, and if the
user tries to quit the program, it prevents them from doing so and the program quits. Now the problem is that I am using a
Raspberry Pi which is rubbish at multi-tasking and the timer doesn't quite seem to work properly (It sometimes delays for
seconds before continuing). So my question is, is there a way to stop certain parts of the code from running when a certain
event happens? In terms of practicality, I just want it to prevent the program from shutting down unless the user has typed a
quit message into the program. A: Uncommenting an entire block of code is a bad idea. Use a loop to check the condition and
end the loop if the condition is met. Let the user exit by typing quit - then quit the loop and exit. In your code you are always
exiting the loop, which is causing the program to quit immediately. Q: How can I change the number of threads used by
MySQL? I'm using MySQL with Innodb and trying to see if any memory optimizations can be made. I notice that the thread I
run my load tests on has only one thread. I was hoping to see (for example) 2 threads on this box. I would like to do this
manually for a while without loading my server, but I'm having trouble figuring out how to do this. Here is my configuration
for the innodb_thread_concurrency: $ echo | cat /etc/my.cnf | grep innodb_thread_concurrency innodb_thread_concurrency =
8 What is the most simple and reliable way to raise the thread count on a production box? A: This is the correct setting for
my.cnf (apart from the # surrounding the directive) # # The number of concurrent client connections # allowed per innodb
server for a given session. # See
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an accountant named jean-paul boulle has this friend in a very weird way. it turns out he has a terminal disease and his life is
only a few months long. he won't listen to most people, so if he cant solve a problem by talking about it, he doesnt talk at all.
he has problems with impulse control because of the disease and comes off as rude and insensitive, but he's a smart and funny
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